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Glorious Pies & Good Reasons
Fight to Give Others 'A Life'
By Lyn Dunsavage Young

JD, JE and JZ with the dogs
Hudson and Tucker, who are the "tasters".
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oanne Lara and Vicki
Sylvester have several
characteristics in common,
even though they don’t
know one another, possibly

because one lives and works in Los

Angeles and the other in New York.
Both are high-profile, energetic
businesswomen searching for ways
to help those with autism or other
developmental disabilities to get
jobs, so they can utilize their skills,
be paid a fair wage, and, someday
live independently. Basically, the
people with whom they work want
to “have a life,” as the saying goes.
The problem both Lara and
Sylvester have faced for many years
prior to their latest great idea is that,
because businesses in which where
their clients have applied for jobs
often see their special needs’ clients
as “disabled.”
Again and again, those hiring for
positions opt to hire others, because
they either don’t look disabled or
aren’t classified with what-decisionmakers-generally think is disabling,

Glorious Pies at Wild Honey Foundation (an event in LA). From right-to-left, Directors Susan Osborne and
Joanne Lara; AutismWorksNow candidates James Hart, Zach Picard, and Admin Assistant Martin Jones.

like autism or Sensory Processing

group homes as well as many day

Disorders (SPD.) Because of that,

and educational programs for those

very few of the more-than-50,000

with special needs, searched to

young adults turning 18 annually

create something that could be sold

either can’t get a job or won’t

so they could hire those with autism

be hired. With this population

and developmental disabilities to

growing exponentially and older

help produce and sell it.

annually, it’s a nightmare scenario.

Both concluded that they needed

Lara, an adjunct professor at

to build a business that would

National University, author, and

be specifically structured to hire

owner of two businesses – Autism

those on the autism spectrum or

Movement Therapy®(AMT) and

those with “special “abilities (that’s

Autism Works Now!®, a program

Sylvester’s term!) Pay them a fair

to train those on the autism

wage. Be flexible about the hours

spectrum to get jobs -- became so

they work, because some really

frustrated that she couldn’t get all

do have special needs. Get them

her well-trained clients into the

out into the pubic at events or into

workplace, she recently decided to

businesses, where they can tout the

at least get her people out in public

wares they’re making/selling. Have

as employees so others could

others meet them and recognize the

appreciate their talents and

pride and enthusiasm they take in

enthusiasm. Sylvester, who

working and selling their products.

has spent a good portion of
her career working with
Community Based
Services (CBS), a

Vicki Sylvester, CEO of Good Reasons
and GR Pack, their newest endeavor
to hire people with disabilities.

In Sylvester’s case, she wanted
a product that would be “great”
(meaning “delicious”), with
ingredients totally made in the U.S.

New York Medicaid

So, four years ago, Good Reasons,

funded behemoth

a not-for-profit dog treat company,

that has several

was born under Community Based
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March. Of course, they are looking
for expansion into other states and
avenues to sell because, as Vicki
explains, “the more dog treats we
sell, the more employees we can
hire, because Good Reasons is about
employment!”
Much of their work involves
cooking and packaging, the latter
of which the employees became so
adept, Sylvester has now created a
new division through CBS, titled GR
Pack (for Good Reasons, obviously.)
It provides assistance with assembly
and packing of various products
(beyond their own Good Reason’s
dog treats), which expands the work
week and employment for “people
of all abilities,” so entrepreneurial
Sylvester has added another gem
to her crown in her quest to hire
more of those classified by others at
“disabled.”

Chef Allan Katz

Companies can contract GR Pack

Services’ auspices. Good Reasons

in the last four years, who at least

to assemble and package product

hired Chef Allan Katz, a graduate of

receive $11 an hour, who they work

for distribution throughout the

The Culinary Institute of America.

with about 50% of others without

United States and across the world.

Katz and Sylvester teamed up to

disabilities.

CEO Sylvester proudly claims that

produce an assortment of tasty dog

They now have over 100 stores

treats, naming it Good Reasons for

that purchase Good Reasons’ dog

individuals who perform top quality

not only the product but for those

treats, including Bart Box and

of work.”

who help make and package it.

other fine stores and programs.

They’re on a mission even larger

QVC focused on their products in

the GR Pack “are highly productive

In L.A. this past year, Lara
became so frustrated with the

than the “scrumptious, humangrade, all natural dog treats” they
produce! Like CEO Sylvester, Chef
Katz shared an affinity for animals,
two of which, Hudson and Tucker,
are the official taste testers of the
products!
Chef Katz developed his passion
for food and sharpened his culinary
skills as Executive Chef and owner
of Hudson Valley Restaurant
Allyns, but he is also an advocate
for creating an “integrated work
environment,” which involves
approximately 30 autism or adults
with developmental disabilities
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Glorious Pies sells at Stephanie's Day, CBS Studios LA, with (right-to-left)
James Hart, Luke Guastaferro, Colin Crawford & Eli Upbin.

"Both Lara and Sylvester are high-profile, energetic businesswomen searching
for ways to help those with autism or other developmental disabilities to get jobs,
so they can utilize their skills, be paid a fair wage, and, someday live independently.
Basically, the people with whom they work want to 'have a life,' as the saying goes."
hiring problem of her Autism Work

event she thought her crew could

their lives.

Now!® Candidates, she, too, began

manage for the next year. They,

looking around to find something

even, obtained a vehicle to sell

so joyfully at first, she discovered

Perhaps because she jumped in

she and her clients could make or

their individual berry, fruit and

some major difficulties along the

sell. She found Hayk’s Cake House

crème brulee “personal Pies” out

way. She almost moans, “It’s NOT

in Sherman Oaks, and Mari, a chef

of, a food service van (which was

easy to start a new business.” She

who makes pastries that look like

designed under the direction of

found that at least a quarter of the

something out of a Persian Pastry

Twad Dorenfeld, by artists on the

monthly payroll is eaten up by big

shop. Eager to help Joanne’s non

spectrum, utilizing the incredible

car insurance and a Worker’s comp

profit and the autism community,

artistic and illustrational skills

policy. She was stunned when their

she and her family run bakery

of Exceptional Minds , another

incredible food truck didn’t meet

began supplying the pies with

venture involving those on the

California standards (because they

the idea that down the road the

autism spectrum in the arts, film,

bought it out of Florida, but L.A.

Glorious Pies- Autism Works Now!®

and television business.

has a couple feet more required in

Candidates would also learn the

She and her Candidates (“the

their “kitchen” standards), so, quite

skill of baking the pies and working

food servers”) and her Autism

disappointingly, they had to dump

in the kitchen.

Works Now!® director Susan

it for another vehicle, a van. The van

Osborne, were on the weekend

is only temporary until they can

When Joanne gets an idea, she
moves way-beyond “quickly.” It’s a

road in months after she came up

purchase another food truck, this

little like watching a rocket take off!

with the “Glorious Pies” idea. The

time in California.

Within weeks, she’d gathered

goal: Get these people working and

together her AMT board and applied

paying taxes. Pay them a fair wage

Perhaps the biggest surprise
to her was when one of her food

for DBA title Glorious Pies, obtained

(minimum in LA is $12.00. Get

servers said to her (after working a

a California Food Managers license

them out into the public selling, so

couple events) that he had “received

(which required a course); came

they can see how enthusiastic and

a piece of paper” from Lara and

up with the logo design, made

professional they are about their

wondered why she had sent it to him.

hats T-shirts and aprons for all the

product and teach customer service

Candidates sporting the Glorious

skill sets, that these food servers/

recounts. “I don’t know what you’re

“What piece of paper?” Joanne

Pies logo and booked every weekend

Candidates will use for the rest of

talking about. What did it say?”
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the same situation in just a few years
in the future because it’s a growing
business model: hiring those on the
autism spectrum with developmental
disabilities so they can “have lives”
just like others!
Autism Works Now Certification
Workshop in Los Angeles Sept 14th
Learn how to replicate the AWN
program in your community!
Register at http://autismworksnow.
org/awn-certification-workshops/ 

Glorious Pies' Flan with Strawberry. To die for!

“It had my name on it.”
“Your name? Are you talking about

At the events, they sell the
individual pie (with a dollop of

your paycheck? That’s all I’ve sent

whipped cream), water or coffee for

you, a paycheck?”

$10 or each item separately.

“Maybe?” Her server didn’t know.
Lara was incredulous. She

Lara contends “the people love
to see them working. They love the

realized that most of her people have

concept, so they don’t have a problem

never seen a paycheck. “NEVER!”

with the $10. It’s a step in the right

she exclaims. “He’s 24-years-old, and

direction –even though it’s only

he’s never received a paycheck. That’s

weekend work – because we haven’t

the depth of what is going on here. I

been able to change the mindset of

don’t want to paint a rosy picture,

those in corporation hiring, except

because there’s so much involved in

for a few that really aren’t hiring that

creating jobs for those who, basically,

many, relative to the others. Even if

have never worked, have no skill set

they more capable. Even if they’re

and, in addition, little incentive to

more enthusiastic, more dependable,

work; but we have to start somewhere

more…” she trails off thinking. “It’s

because it’s a human waste. It’s not

like pushing a boulder up a hill.”

like they’re not capable. It’s that no

It’s a small, really hard step, from

one basically hires them, so there are

a woman who will be celebrated at at

so many surprises along the way, like

the Denim & Diamonds ACT-Today!

not recognizing a paycheck.”
At one event – a car show – one
of her servers, Colin, “became the
hawker, so he stood way from the

Lyn Dunsavage Young founded
and published for ten years the
Dallas Downtown News, which
won the Katie Award as the "best
weekly" newspaper in Texas. She
co-authored five books focused on
inner city revitalization, art, bed &
breakfasts, and architecture and
history of a small town in East Texas,
and has won several outstanding
awards, including the WICI Award
for the Most Outstanding Journalist
in Texas (of three) and the Delta Chi/
Press Club's Outstanding Journalism
Career Award. She and her husband
Jonathan are co-publishers of the
Autism Asperger's Digest, which just
received the "Best Magazine of the
Year "(for parents) from Creative
Child Awards.

LA gala in October as the Golden
Cowgirl - Community Service person
of the year.
She and Sylvester have much in

crowd, screaming to those walking

common, working for the same goal:

by, ‘Pies, Pies, Pies!’ We told him his

utilizing the talents of those on the

job was to sell, so he was doing it as he

autism spectrum and those with

had seen it done somewhere.

other developmental disabilities and

She laughs in remembering. “It

showing the public their and their

was worth the day for me! I LOVED

products’ qualities. Glorious Pies

what he was doing, and it seems so

and Good Reasons! Look them up.

did others.” To date Glorious Pies has

Support their fledging endeavors. It’s

sold over 1500 pies.

possible you might find yourself in
Glorious Pies Berry Pie.
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